What Current Leaders Say
About AHC Group Workshops
“Learning from each other is valuable. What we learn at these workshops can’t be
found in academic literature. The immediacy of the topics, focus on current issues, and
the broad perspective of peer to peer trust helps generate actionable insights. I have
never left an AHC gathering without something valuable for our company to benefit from.
If your job is thought leadership these meetings are fuel for you.”
John Mogge, Global Environmental Market Director

“Participating in AHC Group workshops is relevant to NOW, while
thinking about the future. We hear the practical application of ideas
from other leaders.” Sandy Nessing, Managing Director of Corporate
Sustainability

“Hearing from the experience of other organizations and how they apply their
approaches is a huge support. AHC Group provides access to experts from a variety
of companies, and a safe sanctuary for those of us not as far advanced in our programs.
Another benefit is the direct sustained access to key leaders.”
Sara Osterman, HSE Manager

“The B2B exchange enables us to find out how other people really deal with
things. And then, ideas develop from the conversations we’re having.”
Tim Lindsey, Global Director of Sustainable Development, Caterpillar (retired)

“The AHC Group ran the Sustainability Council for Shaw Industries. Their process and
information made a big difference, so naturally I wanted to stay involved in their
Corporate Affiliates workshops.” Don Finkell, former CEO Anderson Flooring; Senior
Executive, Shaw Industries.

“These workshops give me the opportunity for useful learning of the best practices
of others. Then I can bring those external perspectives back to my company.”
Scott Tew, Executive Director, Center for Energy Efficiency & Sustainability
Also, host of Energy Competitiveness Workshops
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